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Abstract—Low voltage microgrid systems are characterized by
high sensitivity to both active and reactive power for voltage
support. Also, the operational conditions of microgrids connected
to active distribution systems are time-varying. Thus, the ideal
controller to provide voltage support must be flexible enough
to handle technical and operational constraints. This paper
proposes a model predictive control (MPC) approach to provide
dynamic voltage support using energy storage systems. This
approach uses a simplified predictive model of the system along
with operational constraints to solve an online finite-horizon
optimization problem. Control signals are then computed such
that the defined cost function is minimized. By proper selection
of MPC weighting parameters, the quality of service provided
can be adjusted to achieve the desired performance. A simulation
study in Matlab/Simulink validates the proposed approach for a
simplified version of a 100 kVA, 208 V microgrid using typical
parameters. Results show that performance of the voltage support
can be adjusted depending on the choice of weight and constraints
of the controller.

Index Terms—Voltage control, voltage support, model predic-
tive control, optimal control, microgrids.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microgrids typically operate at low to medium voltage
ranges; hence the R/X ratio is usually high [1], resulting in
high voltage sensitivity to both active and reactive power. In
this paper, the potential of utilizing energy storage systems
(ESSs) to provide voltage support in microgrids is analyzed.
Different methods of voltage control for microgrids have been
proposed in the literature. Droop-based voltage control has
been often used [2], [3] to provide voltage support to micro-
grids. Droop control ensures the sharing of load with multiple
ESSs for voltage support. However, droop controllers can have
oscillatory behavior and lead to sub-optimal performance. In
[4], H-∞ based control has been proposed. Although this
approach provides robust stability, a precise model of the
system is required for proper implementation. Moreover, non-
linear constraints such as saturation are generally not well-
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handled. Another approach to providing voltage support is
using linear quadratic regulators [5]. However, when deploying
ESSs for voltage support, operational constraints such as
inverter size, the rate at which the ESS can change its output,
the limited power available for voltage support, etc., have to
be incorporated into the formulation.

Model predictive control (MPC) can provide an ideal frame-
work for voltage support in microgrids using ESSs while
handling the aforementioned operational constraints. MPC has
been proposed for voltage control of single phase micro-
grids [6] without considering the disturbance model. Without
the disturbance model, the controller cannot make a correction
when the disturbance acts on the system which results in offset
in tracking and deteriorate the controller performance [7].
Another MPC approach for behind-the-meter energy storage
for large distribution systems was proposed in [8], based
on the computation of the cost-optimal dispatch. However,
the fast voltage control dynamics were neglected, which can
lead to undesirable transient oscillations or poor dynamic
performance. In [9], MPC based PV-ESS system with voltage
support capablity has been proposed. This approach address
variable load demand, flexible power regulation, voltage sup-
port, etc. In [10], fast frequency support in microgrid using
ESS has been presented. This approach incorporates different
ESS constraints like lifetime, degradation, etc, implicitly. This
approach looks only at frequency support.

In this paper, an MPC framework to provide voltage support
for microgrids is proposed. Conventional controllers do not
have the flexibility to consider the operating costs of ESSs
(e.g., ESS lifetime degradation, cost, impact on stacked ser-
vices, energy cost) needed to provide voltage support. The
proposed MPC-based approach can include operational con-
straints and costs to optimally dispatch the ESS. Furthermore,
this approach provides the flexibility to tune the controller to
adjust the quality-of-service (QoS), i.e., performance of the
controller. The proposed framework addresses the technical
challenges associated with fast voltage dynamics, which can
cause local power quality issues (e.g., voltage deviations,
sympathetic over/under voltages).

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
simplified model used in the predictive controller for voltage
dynamics of an isolated power system. In Section III, the
proposed MPC approach is discussed. The methodology to
validate the proposed approach is discussed in Section IV.
The results and analysis are presented in Section V. Finally,
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Section VI concludes the paper.

II. A SIMPLIFIED PREDICTIVE MODEL OF VOLTAGE
DYNAMICS IN MICROGRIDS

In this section, a simplified model representing the voltage
dynamics of a microgrid system is derived. A simplified
dynamic model of a microgrid was effectively used in a MPC
to provide frequency support [10]. The proposed simplified
model will be utilized within the proposed MPC framework as
a “predictive” model to approximate the voltage in the system.
It is important to note here that a simplified model is desirable
to reduce the computational complexity of the controller, but
control actions are applied to the full system model. The
inherent feedback mechanism of the MPC framework can
handle any mismatches that may result due to the use of
this simplified model. A single line diagram of an inverter-
based ESS connected to a microgrid is shown in Fig. 1. The
inverter is modeled as an average current-controlled voltage
source inverter (CC-VSI) while the grid is modeled by the
Thevenin equivalent voltage vg , and equivalent resistance and
inductance R and L, respectively. At the point of common
coupling (PCC), a capacitor C is added, which is part of the
inverter filter. The voltage across the capacitor is represented
by vc. The system load is also connected at the PCC, which
draws the current iL. One thing to note here is that, the
frequency dynamics and voltage controller dynamics of the
microgrid are neglected since they are slower compared to
network dynamics.

Fig. 1. Schematic representing an ESS connected to a microgrid. The ESS
is represented as CC-VSI for modeling purposes.

The grid current ig and capacitor voltage vc can be described
in the abc frame as:

dig,abc
dt

=
vc,abc − vg,abc − ig,abcR

L
(1)

dvc,abc
dt

=
iinv,abc − ig,abc − iL,abc

C
(2)

Applying Park’s transformation and neglecting the zero
component assuming a balanced system, the state-space rep-
resentation of the system’s voltage dynamics in dq0 frame is
given by:

i̇gd = −R

L
igd + ωigq +

vcd
L
− vgd

L
(3a)

i̇gq = −ωigd −
R

L
igq +

vcq
L
− vgq

L
(3b)

v̇cd = − igd
C

+ ωvcq +
iinvd
C
− iLd

C
(3c)

v̇cq = − igq
C
− ωvcd +

iinvq
C
− iLq

C
(3d)

where ω represnts the rated frequency of microgrid system,
igd, igq, vcd and vcq represents the states of the system, iinvd

and iinvq represents input to the system, and vgd and vgq
represent the d and q components of vg , respectively, and iLd

and iLq represents the d and q components of iL which are
modeled as a disturbance as it cannot be varied to achieve
the control goal. It is important to note that the microgrid’s
Thevenin equivalent voltage vg is estimated through a feed-
forward term.

III. PROPOSED MPC APPROACH

A. Transformation of State Differential Equations

The system of equations (3) describes the voltage dynamics
of a microgrid system. There are four state variables, but
states igd and igq cannot be directly measured because in
a real system the loads are distributed, and the impedance
branch shown in Fig. 1 is an equivalent impedance. Instead,
the inverter output current i shown in Fig. 1 can be measured
and the state variables igd and igq can be recast in terms of
i using the relationship ig = i − iL. Thus the following set
of differential equations representing the system dynamics is
obtained:

d

dt


id
iq
vcd
vcq

 =


−R

L ω 1
L 0

−ω −R
L 0 1

L
− 1

C 0 0 ω
0 − 1

C −ω 0



id
iq
vcd
vcq

+


0 0
0 0
1
C 0
0 1

C

[iinvdiinvq

]
+


− 1

L 0
0 − 1

L
0 0
0 0

[vdvq
]

(4)

where vd = vgd + ωLiLq − RiLd − LdiLd

dt and vq = vgq −
ωLiLd − RiLq − L

diLq

dt . Here, vd and vq are the d and q
components respectively of Thevenin’s equivalent voltage of
combined grid and load. These variables cannot be measured
directly and must be estimated. The discussion regarding the
estimator is out of scope of this paper. For this paper, the
first two equations from (4) are used to calculate vd and vq .
Derivative on the left-hand side (i.e., of id and iq) of the
equations are calculated using data from current and previous
sample instant. This approach is valid if the measurement
noise is low, otherwise, estimators must be used. Also, this
paper assumes that the Thevenin equivalent impedance at
the point of interconnection of the inverter is known. If this
information is unknown or, if grid conditions change, different
online parameter estimation techniques can be applied [10]. In
addition, it is important to note that the d component of current
is proportional to active power, whereas q is proportional to
negative of reactive power. Thus, d and q components of the
current can be seen as a proxy for active and reactive power
to provide proper voltage support.

B. MPC Formulation

The continuous-time state equation derived in (4) can be
discretized in the following form:

xk+1 = F (xk, uk, udk) (5)
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where, at discrete instant k, xk = [idk, iqk, vcdk, vcqk]> rep-
resents the states, uk = [iinvdk

, iinvqk ]> is the control inputs,
and udk = [vdk, vdk]> is the disturbances to the system.

Let N be the horizon length and Ts be the sample time.
The objective of the controller is to support voltage at PCC
vc. For simplicity, we can choose vc to align with one of the
d or q axes. For this paper, axes are selected such that d-axis
aligns with vc, and thus only vcd needs to be controlled as vcq
is zero. To support the voltage, iinvd and iinvq are utilized to
provide active and reactive power support because both can
support the voltage. However, their costs differ as reactive
power support does not use ESS energy (except to compensate
for losses). Optimal values of the control actions iinvd and
iinvq to support the voltage at any given time are computed by
the MPC based on the relative weights provided to each term
in the formulation. Let us assume Γ = {1, 2, ..., N} represents
the set of sample instant in the forward horizon. Here, vcdk
represents the variable that needs to be controlled at discrete
sample instant k and ∆vcdk represents the voltage deviation
from the reference value in per unit. The reference voltage is
set internally in the controller., then MPC can be formulated
as:

min
iinvd,iinvq

JΓ =

N∑
k=1

||∆vcdk||2Q+

N−1∑
k=1

||uk||2S (6a)

subject to
xk+1 = F (xk, uk, udk) ∀ k ∈ Γ− {N} (6b)
|iinvdk

|≤ Id,max ∀ k ∈ Γ (6c)
|iinvqk |≤ Iq,max ∀ k ∈ Γ (6d)
|iinvdk+1

− iinvdk
|≤ Sd ∀ k ∈ Γ− {N} (6e)

|iinvqk+1
− iinvqk |≤ Sq ∀ k ∈ Γ− {N} (6f)

where ||a||2A= a>Aa is the norm of vector a with respect
to matrix A, Id,max and Iq,max are the limits on d and q
components of inverter current, respectively, and Sd and Sq

are the ramp rate limits on iinvd and iinvq , respectively. The
system dynamics are incorporated in (6b) as a constraint. JΓ is
the cost function that needs to be minimized. The cost function
represents a numerical value of a penalty. The first term can
be subjectively interpreted as the cost of the voltage deviation.
The second term can be interpreted as the cost of using active
and reactive power to achieve the control goal. These costs
vary depending upon the requirements and available energy. Q
and S are weighting matrices corresponding to the output that
needs to be controlled and control input, respectively. Here,
the control input (iinvd and iinvq) that corresponds to inverter
power are supplied from ESS. The ESS capacity is neglected,
since the inverter is operating on the voltage support function.
Inverter current ramp rate limits along with weight matrix S
can be used to address ESS life time, degradation issue. All
the variables are converted to per unit before entering the
cost function. Improved quality-of-service may come at the
cost of inverter power (both active and reactive power). The
cost function is defined such that cost on the inverter power
and the degradation of the transient performance is included
in the formulation. Depending on the cost of the control

Fig. 2. Simulation setup of the system with the MPC.

effort and the desired transient performance, the weighting
matrices Q and S can be tuned. The Q matrix can be used
to penalize poor system performance (i.e., to penalize ∆vcd),
while the S matrix can be used to penalize the control effort
(i.e., the current output from the inverter). In this case, the
weighting matrix Q has a single element, Q11. Similarly,
S is a 2 × 2 matrix defined as diag(S11, S22). Solving this
optimization problem over the time horizon Γ results in the
following solution i∗invd = {i∗invd1

, i∗invd2
, ..., i∗invdN

} and
i∗invq = {i∗invq1 , i

∗
invq2

, ..., i∗invqN }. With the first term of these
two sequences used as the control signal in the next sample
instant, this gives the following control law:

iinvd = i∗invd1
, iinvq = i∗invq1 (7)

IV. SIMULATION SETUP

The simulation study was carried out using the setup il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 using MATLAB/Simulink. The microgrid
considered is a 100 kVA, 208 V three-phase microgrid system.
A variable load is connected at the PCC, which is used to
generate step load changes that result in voltage deviations
in the system. In addition, the step changes in the voltage
vg were also used to characterize the performance of the
proposed approach. The system parameters and MPC settings
used in this study are summarized in Table I. Equation (4)
was discretized using Runge-Kutta method of order 4. The
sample time was selected based on time constants of the
system that comes from the eigenvalues of state matrix [11].
In [10], applicability of MPC for smaller time scale has been
shown. A standard Simulink phase-locked loop block was used
to extract the instantaneous phase angle of vc (reference) to
transform abc variables into dq0 variables. These transformed
variables are used as measurements for the MPC. Given
these measurements, the MPC computes the optimal value of
inverter currents iinvd and iinvq based on the prediction model,
the defined cost function, and the constraints as described in
the MPC formulation section. The MPC was implemented in
MATLAB/Simulink using CasADi, which is an open-source
tool for non-linear optimization and algorithmic differentia-
tion [12]. The IPOPT nonlinear solver was used to solve the
optimization problem.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Values Parameters Values
R 0.08 Ω Sample time (Ts) 0.1 ms
L 0.22 mH Horizon length (N ) 50
C 220 µF Base voltage in dq0 frame 170 V
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Fig. 3. Comparison of voltage support for different cases with different weighting parameters. Different columns represent different test cases. Different
rows represents different variables: vcd, iinvd, iinvq and cost in order.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed MPC for voltage support was simulated
for three different cases. For each of the case studies, the
simulation results for two values of Q11 were analyzed.
Q11 = 1.0 represents the case with higher priority for voltage
support, and Q11 = 0.1 represents reduced priority for voltage
support. In all cases, S11 and S22 were set to 0.01 and
0.001, respectively. Relatively smaller values of S11 and S22

were chosen compared to Q11 because it was considered
that voltage support is a higher priority than minimizing the
inverter current. Additionally, S22 was selected to be smaller
than S11 because the cost of reactive power is less than active
power and utilizing active power can cause ESS degradation.

Case I: Step change in load

In this case, vg was set to 1 pu and a step load change
from 0.5 pu to 0.7 pu is applied at t = 0.05 s. The magnitude
of inverter currents iinvd and iinvq both were limited to 300
A, i.e., Id,max = Iq,max = 300 A. Fig. 3(a) shows the

plot of vcd for two values of Q11 = 1.0 and Q11 = 0.1
along with nominal value and without MPC. Without MPC,
the voltage deviates significantly from the nominal value with
17.11 V of steady-state deviation from nominal. When MPC
is used, the steady-state deviation is reduced to 0.59 V and
4.49 V for Q11 = 1.0 and Q11 = 0.1, respectively. The
steady-state deviation is smaller for Q11 = 1.0 compared to
Q11 = 0.1. Figs. 3(d) and 3(g) show the plot of iinvd and iinvq ,
respectively. Both d and q components of inverter current are
utilized to support the voltage. However, the magnitude of
iinvq is higher than iinvd as the weight on the q component
of current S22 is small compared to the weight of the d
component current S11. This means MPC tries to utilize
reactive power over the active power to support the system
voltage. Also, it can be observed that higher values of inverter
current is utilized for Q11 = 1.0 than that for Q11 = 0.1.
This is because for Q11 = 1.0 voltage support is given a
higher priority compared to ESS cost/degradation in the MPC
formulation. The square wave behavior in iinvd occurs because
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

Performance Metrics Case I Case II Case III
without MPC Q11=1.0 Q11=0.1 without MPC Q11=1.0 Q11=0.1 without MPC Q11=1.0 Q11=0.1

Voltage nadir (V) 124.73 137.65 135.76 124.73 137.45 135.13 149.39 167.22 164.08
Steady state vcd (V) 152.89 169.41 165.51 152.89 168.19 163.55 150.74 169.39 165.35

Steady state deviation (V) 17.11 0.59 4.49 17.11 1.81 6.45 19.26 0.61 4.65
Steady state iinvd (A) - 25.37 19.61 - 78.10 29.36 - 26.79 20.62
Steady state iinvq (A) - -238.71 -178.12 - -148.04 -139.43 - -253.57 -193.40

control signals only change at sample instants in the MPC.
Minor oscillation occur between consecutive time-steps in
iinvd because this work computes the Thevenin’s equivalent
voltages vd and vq using derivatives of id and iq as described
in Section III-A. This tends to amplify the high-frequency
components of the signal. Ideally, these variables would be
estimated using an estimator and is a part of the future work.
Fig. 3(j) shows the cost function whose value increases at
transient and then decreases to steady-state.

Case II: Step change in load with reduced current limits

In this case, all the settings are the same as Case I except
the value of Id,max and Iq,max, which are now set to 150 A
each. This represents the case where inverter size is reduced, a
reduced amount of active power is available, or only a certain
portion is available for voltage support, and the remaining
capacity is utilized for other ESS stacked services. In this case,
because the maximum inverter currents are limited to lower
values, iinvq reaches the limit as illustrated in Fig. 3(h). This
slightly impacts voltage support as can be seen in Fig. 3(b),
where there is a slightly larger steady-state deviation compared
to that of Case I. In this case, steady-state deviations are 1.81
V and 6.45 V for Q11 = 1.0 and Q11 = 0.1, respectively.
From Fig. 3(e), it can be observed that higher iinvd is utilized
because iinvq now reaches the constraint limit, and thus extra
current for voltage support must come from iinvd. Because
cost of iinvd is higher than that of iinvq , voltage support
must be compromised. Fig. 3(k) shows the corresponding cost
function for this case.
Case III: Step change in grid voltage

For this case, the load was set to 0.5 pu and the limits on
both id,max and iq,max are set to 300 A. The value of vg was
changed from 1.0 pu to 0.95 pu at t = 0.05 s, which models
5% change in the microgrid voltage. This can be seen from
Fig. 3(c), where a significant steady-state voltage deviation of
19.26 V in vcd is seen. When MPC is used, vcd is closer to
nominal, and steady-state voltage deviations are 0.61 V and
4.65 V for Q11 = 1.0 and Q11 = 0.1, respectively. When
Q11 = 1.0, voltage is closer to nominal than for Q11 = 0.1
because of the higher priority for voltage support than ESS
cost/degradation in the former case. Figs. 3(f) and 3(i) show
plots of iinvd and iinvq , respectively. To increase the voltage,
the inverter injects active and reactive power. In this case as
well, it can be observed that a higher value of iinvq is utilized
because of the aforementioned reason. Also, it can be seen
that the value of inverter current is higher for Q11 = 1.0 than
for Q11 = 0.1 for a similar reason mentioned in the previous
cases. Fig. 3(l) shows the cost function. A summary of all the
above cases is provided in Table II.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an MPC framework to provide dy-

namic voltage support for microgrids. A simplified model was
derived to capture the voltage dynamics of a microgrid and
was employed in the proposed predictive control framework.
The controller performance was validated in a simulation study
under step load and voltage changes. The controller showed to
be able to provide good QoS for the benchmark studied during
a large load transient. It was observed that the performance of
voltage support varied depending upon imposed weight and
constraints. Furthermore, based on the weights imposed, the
proposed approach allows the ESS operator to strike the right
balance between QoS and ESS cost/degradation.
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